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The Lime Tree on The Green
Many people have wondered how long the Lime tree has been on the Green.
Here are the facts from the Woodbury Parish Council minutes of :3 Nov 1896.
“It was agreed that three lime trees be bought for the Village Green.”
5 Jan 1897
“Three lime trees were bought from Mr Veitch and planted, fenced and
staked by Mr Hearn.”
12 Feb 1912
“Mr A E Phillips requested that he be allowed to transplant a lime tree
from the Village Green near his property and put another in its place.”
I wonder who the small boy was, standing beside the left hand tree?

~ The Great Floods of the 13th of September 1960 ~

The sheer scale and force of these floods had a major effect on physical
aspects of Woodbury and Exton, which in Woodbury resulted in many flooded
properties and much damage to possessions, especially in the path of the
phenomenal force of flood-water, and widespread disruption to the normal
rhythm of life. More significantly was the
loss of historic „cob‟ cottages situated in
what is now a parking-area administered
by the Parish Council in „Church Stile
Lane‟ (alongside the White Hart‟s rear
garden), and in Exton the
virtual
destruction of the „cob-built St.
Andrew‟s, sister-church to St. Swithun‟s,
in Station Rd. which led to their
demolition. We inherit much of the
evidence of its impact 50 years later.
Background
Woodbury‟s particular location, its lowest points surrounded by steep hills on
three sides and with only the south-west open to the Exe Estuary, has always
made our parish, particularly Woodbury and Exton, vulnerable when high
tides coincide with exceptional rainfall.
The summit of Woodbury Common is at its highest point some 180 metres
above sea-level and in barely a mile and a quarter descends to
approximately 40 metres at its lowest point to the centre of the village, via a
„fan‟ of ditches and brooklets, most channels converging at the Arch and
flowing on into Gilbrook and on to sea-level Exton. The force of water in
heavy rain-fall conditions is, as we all know, considerable, but in ancient times
its impact might have been even greater.
While, on average, flooding in our area had been mostly seasonal over the
centuries, local people over the years had taken measures to reduce the
impact by „managing‟ natural features as best they could. This was largely
achieved by (i) smaller medieval field-systems with traditionally maintained
hedgerows and a network of in-field gullies which discharged into the five
main brooklets flowing into Gilbrook (ii) land-drainage of fields, many of
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those on the south-eastern side taking water away from the village centre (iii)
the creation of ponds, which acted as both surface water drain off reservoirs
and for grazing-cattle to drink from (many of these ponds, incidentally, had
served a dual purpose, having been originally created by excavating popples
and clay for „cob‟ buildings) (iv) the retention of trees, copses and, in
Woodbury‟s case, for centuries, substantial acreage of cider orchards, all of
which drew up moisture. Most of these measures helped to protect properties,
keep pastures drier for longer periods of the year, with the bulk of water kept
off roads and lanes.
In Woodbury, most of the brooklets, as now, met on the Arch, which for most
of its history, like other brooklets in the village, remained exposed on the
surface. The Tithe Map of 1839 shows an island-strip of cottages running
down the centre of the Arch, the road divided, with water flowing past either
side. But when for some reason or other those cottages were demolished, an
earlier generation established a network of underground conduits to take water
across the main road, the present B3180, behind „Jubilee House‟, what is now
the „Green Door‟, towards Gilbrook, linking brooklets from the „Maltster‟s‟
side, which picked up the flow from „Pollybrook‟ (Town Lane), with those
flowing behind the White Hart, their source coming from „Cottles‟,
„Deepway‟ and run-off from the slopes of „Path Fields‟.
Significantly, „Bonfire‟ Lane at its
lower end had also been piped to
take water underneath, opposite
what used to be Trixy Sellick‟s
„Haydons‟, as had the lower end of
Mirey Lane further down this same
water-course.
(Old engravings provide a
charming reminder of a ford there
spanned by a narrow pedestrian
bridge.)
This was the broad background to the dramatic event in the late summer of
1960 and, in fact, despite major flood-prevention measures, remains the origin
of many of the most serious flood problems experienced in adverse conditions
to-day.
Following a wetter than usual summer, (a month or so of very heavy
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rainfall), described at the time as on a monsoon scale, preceded the 13 th of
September when exceptional over-night rain descended on to already
inundated land from the surrounding higher ground with prodigious force,
mostly towards the centre of the village.
At one critical point, at „Haydons‟, the natural flow had been severely
disrupted, which made things even worse. The culprit was Trixy Sellick Snr.,
who had thoughtlessly blocked up the main ditch from „Deepway‟ via
„Parsonage Way‟, which ran at the bottom of his garden. He had done so by
stacking bundles of hedge-cuttings (which had previously been used as
permeable foundations for hay and straw ricks), in front of the metal grill at
the entrance to the underground pipe crossing the road. In clement
conditions, drainage would have been gradual and without any adverse
effect. But on the 13th September, 1960, conditions were anything but
clement!
By witnessed accounts, Trixy‟s makeshift storage-barrier acted like a dam,
holding back the increased volume of water until the excessive pressure of the
descending current encountering the blockage, broke loose over the top and
over the road with prodigious force, in its path carrying all kinds of debris
with it, including, coal-bunkers, logs, dustbins, buckets, pails, benches, pieces
of sheds, anything unattached, from yards and back-gardens.
From this point, the direction of water had once flowed along the ditch at the
lower end of the original site of „Webbers‟ farm towards „Mirey Lane‟ – the
same ditch is now situated at the back of gardens in „Culvery Close, which
occupy what was once part of the lower end of „Webbers‟ farm-yard.
Flood-water tends to follow its natural course, unless diverted by an
immovable object, and this is what happened that early morning when the
deluge coming from this direction relentlessly made its way behind Church
Stile Cottages, over Mirey Lane, cascading into the cottages at the lower end
of the Green, removing their foundations en route then continuing unstoppably
on to the Arch.
Before the flood, there used to be a substantial ditch running behind those
fated properties. This started from Mirey Lane behind the old Fire Station,
passing the lower Green, with a narrow pedestrian bridge for access on to
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the Green. Beyond the cottages, water was then diverted underground
before re-surfacing the other side of the Arch. I am not sure of the precise
location of this underground conduit, but on September the 13th this
particular torrent just continued above-surface linking up with those flowing
with equal force down from Castle Lane, via Flower Street along Greenway,
joining the Pollybrook from Town Lane where it emerged by the Maltsters.
All of these then collided with surface flood-water coming down from
Broadway and Globe Hill, creating a turbulent whirl-pool effect before
dividing into two waves flowing towards „Gil‟ brook.
One wave took the direct route along the
road, the other continued its course
behind Jubilee House and the adjoining
terrace terminating at „Cobblers‟, as it did
so entering all these properties (front and
back), because the ditch which was
created to convey an average flow was in
these conditions totally inadequate. This
original
open-ditch
continued
to
Gilbrook, piped under „Beeches‟ driveway (obviously before Beeches Close
was developed), but on this day, once
past „Cobblers‟ the two waves came
together to continue onwards to the bridge.
At the over-brook bridge the main channel of the „Gil‟ has directly
descended swiftly from about 180 metres, starting from just below the „Four
Firs‟, past Ford Water towards „Couchays‟, passing behind Broadway
properties, away from „Ballymans‟ and onwards to pass the upper gable-end
of Gilbrook House, where the two main channels usually met at about an
angle of 90 degrees.
On this day the colliding force can only be described as chaotic, its savage
impetus sweeping through the dog-leg surging past „Brookside‟ Cottages. The
channel is deeper here but as it turned towards Exton alongside Ham Lane, it
encountered another wave coming down from „Woodmanton‟ past Higher
Venmore and a substantial volume exiting the conduit that once crossed the
road from the old Tannery. (There used to be two large sumps
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here either side of the road, then used for tanning hides. I remember during
and immediately following the war when those sumps were out of use, they
had been colonised by a forest of huge, luxuriant wild rhubarb plants, their
rancid smell permeating the local atmosphere!)
As I decided the drive into Exeter would be too risky, I happened to be
waiting optimistically for the scheduled double-decker bus at 10 minutes past
8 am, opposite what is now „Dartmoor Tree Surgeons‟, when a tidal wave of
surface-water suddenly emerged down from Woodmanton, which, judged by
the debris that remained afterwards, carried with it tons of „popples‟, the bulk
of which, thankfully, as far as I was concerned, continued its destructive
course to Gilbrook, otherwise, without exaggeration, I might have been swept
away! This must have been at the storm‟s peak, because from then on the rain,
wind and force of water gradually subsided.
Billy Havill at Higher Venmore was one who had retained his orchards,
hedges, ditches and land-drainage system, which diverted the bulk of
surface-water away from the house, farm buildings, yard and the nearby
cottages, so we escaped the worst effects.
Even so, such were the exceptional, if not unprecedented conditions, that any
drainage system would have been overwhelmed on this occasion, which was
happening to a lesser or greater extent everywhere – few properties were
entirely unaffected.
About nine o-clock, with the bus unable
to get through, I put on wellies and waded
up to the village to try to ring into work
to explain the situation. Not many
households in Woodbury were connected
to the phone at that time and were forced
to rely on the pubic phone in
emergencies. I was making for the nearest
on the Arch, which was still awash. But
what by all accounts had been a raging
torrent since the early-hours was now a
shallower, slower flowing river of floodwater carrying household debris of
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all kinds. What took my eye was a heavy, near-full coal bin deposited where
the powerful force of water had left it alongside the Maltster‟s embankment –
and apart from small loose carpets and kitchen utensils strewn
everywhere, there were also small planks of wood, shed doors, used toilet
paper, soiled strips of newspaper (used for the same purpose), and
corrugated tin panels, which appeared to be the floating remnants of outside
„loos‟!
Not surprisingly, the public phone on the Arch was out of order. It was just
possible to continue to wade up to the Church, where I saw the devastated
cottages, the now homeless occupants and others helping out and quite
remarkably being cared for at the Lych-gate by the Salvation Army. The SA
must have responded immediately with blankets, hot tea and fruit-cake.
The SA stayed as long as they could before their water ran out, because with
so many houses not connected to the mains, the lack of fresh drinking water
was another serious problem that morning. But there was no shortage of
volunteers to help distribute water from the pump-sites nearby that were
available, as well as salvaging as many possessions as possible from the
worse-hit victims – a task which continued for days during the mop-up
afterwards.
Returning much later in the morning to Higher Venmore, along the way it was
pitiful to see sodden carpets, mats, rugs, soft furnishings, children‟s toys and
household effects of all kinds cleared out of all the properties in Gilbrook on
the Jubilee House side,
their residents doing their
best to sweep residual,
polluted water from their
dwellings – a miserable
job but carried out with
stoical cheer – a
wartime spirit that rose above
adversity.
I know this was the same
resolve exercised by
everyone who had shared
the same
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experience, to get on with their lives as best as they could and help each other
in the process.
Anecdotes re-enacting the event were recounted and exchanged for weeks
afterwards. Everyone has their own story to tell – this has been largely mine,
plus what researched background detail I thought necessary to include. In this
regard, I apologise for any gaps in the on-the-day record, which were beyond
my experience, and although for this reason my account can never be
definitive, it is remarkable that so many images of that crisis remain so vivid.
In Woodbury, the main flood-prevention measure was the provision of an
overflow by-pass circuiting the Arch, which carries excess-water under
Church Stile from „Walter‟s Cottage‟ in an open channel across
meadowland, crossing under Globe Hill and continuing behind „Cornishes‟
towards Gilbrook where it divides into two channels: one re-entering the
brook beyond Brookside cottages meeting a spur from the bridge allowing
excess water flowing down from „Four Firs‟ to detour the cottages.
As for other measures, many of the main open ditches in the centre of the
village and elsewhere were channelled underground, including the section
from Mirey Lane to the White Hart and from Jubilee House to Gilbrook,
which has also reduced the potential risk to houses during the period since.
There is still a short section of open ditch that runs across from Pound Lane
opposite Long Park, a housing development which did not exist in 1960.
Sanitary arrangements in the majority of properties in 1960 were, by
modern standards, primitive to say the least, with health risks elevated to a
critical level when these basic facilities were disrupted on this occasion. After
this flood the comprehensive connection to an improved capacity mains
sewerage-system became a major priority. Work to get everyone connected to
a water mains-supply was also accelerated.
I do not have any accounts from Woodbury Salterton, but it is inconceivable
their residents escaped. I apologise for their exclusion.
Reg Brown, 27th. October, 2013. (The day when severe flood and
hurricane force winds to equal those of 1987 were forecast!)
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~ The Brick Industry in the Parish of Woodbury ~

Houses were rarely built of brick in the parish until the 19

th

century, though
Woodbury House was built in 1781 using bricks imported from outside the
parish. The earliest evidence we have of anyone making bricks in the parish
goes back to 1824 when Joseph Wranch was charged at the Petty Sessions
with not making a correct entry of the number of bricks made by him, which
he was bound to do every six months. It appeared that Wranch, who was
illiterate, had inserted the number of 4000 bricks only, although he had paid
the duty on 40,000. The Bench considered it to be an incorrect entry with no
intention of fraud, so he was fined 40s only. It is obvious from this report that
he had been in business for quite a while. The site of this brickfield was in
Nutwell, and Wranch leased the field from Sir Trayton Drake. It is possible
that brick was being made on a small scale at an earlier date but not as a large
business.

Even though houses were not being built of brick at this early time, cob was
still the accepted material for building in the parish, bricks were being used to
mend cob walls and probably for farm buildings. When the ancient Nutts
Farm in Woodbury Salterton was stripped for repainting it disclosed that all
the upper part of the house had been repaired with brick.
There is evidence of earlier brick fields which were not in operation at the
time of the making of the tithe map. In 1839 Philip White, who owned
property in Woodbury Salterton and was the lessee of Cottles Farm, left to his
wife a field called Sand Close or Brick Field in Windsor Lane (now Cottles
Lane). In 1857 the field was recorded as pasture. There are no clues as to
whether bricks were actually made here or by whom, but the field is
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certainly a sandy one. One of the fields belonging to Upper Nutwell (now
Nutwell Lodge) owned by the wealthy Thomas Porter was known as
Brickfield in the 1939 tithe apportionment and is still so listed in 1857. The
field that William Wranch leased from the Drake Estate was recorded as
Buckfield in the apportionment, almost certainly a misspelling of Brickfield as
the same field is recorded again as Brickfield in 1857. This became the brick
works of William Phillips and the document shows it to be a five acre site with
a brick kiln in part of an arable field, so it would appear that this brick works
had been active for some time. William Phillips is reputed to have built the
wall around the Nutwell Court estate, and would have been making the bricks
close by. It is not known at what date he took over the yard from William
Wranch.

In a court case in 1861 William
Phillips, who was described as a master
mason and builder, was recorded as keeping two brickyards employing 15 to
20 men in Woodbury. The result of the case was that Phillips was awarded
compensation from William Jennings, a troublesome cattle dealer (known in
Woodbury as „the little varmint‟), for biting off the top of one of his fingers.
Apart from the brick works at Nutwell Phillips also leased a field in Sowell
(the area around Southill Farm) known as Brick Field, so these are probably
the two brickyards mentioned.
Details have survived of some of the work done from the local brick
industry. The first is „Expense attending building an arch over the brook by
Cooper Kenwoods at Woodbury‟. Robert Phillips charged £20 for building
the arch and finding and bringing the materials to the spot. Though brick is
not mentioned it was almost certainly the material used, but from which brick
yard is not known.
In 1852 the parishioners agreed to accept a tender from William Phillips of
£74 to turn an arch over Grindle Brook according to the model plan and
specification produced, for erecting a bridge across Grindel Brook. £21 had
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been subscribed by certain parties; the remaining sum of £53 the
parishioners considered ought to be taken from the Way Rate – deficiencies to
be made up from another rate. As Mr. Butter (of White Cross brick and tile
works) would not agree to find more than 5000 bricks for the arch, and 15,000
were required to be drawn from William Phillips‟s brickyard, the following
people agreed to draw the same (gratis):
William Phillips – 5000; John Searle Lindsey – 2000; William Austen – 1000;
Thomas Leatt – 1000; John Sanders – 1000; Mr. Hole – 1000; John Hallett –
1000; Richard Dagworthy – 1000; William Hayman – 500; and William
Stokes – 500
In 1860 when plans were drawn up on behalf of Devon County for the
construction of the Court House in Woodbury, the specifications listed where
the bricks were to come from. Red-face bricks were to be supplied by the
Rolle Estate at their Woodbury Brickyard @ 30s per 1000, and pit sand was to
be obtained from the Sandpit near the Globe Inn @ 4d per load. The
brickyard was the one run by William Phillips at Sowell, and the sandpit was
the one on the right of the road going down to Rydon. The specifications also
state that these bricks were to be sound, hard, squared and well burnt – the
best ones for the outside work – and that the mortar was to be one part lime
from local kilns and two parts pit sand. Grey bricks were to be obtained from
brickyards outside the parish for the more decorative work.
A Vestry record of 1862 shows that Mr. Hayman‟s brick kilns were to be rated
at £1. There is no other record of these brickworks, unless he had taken over
one of Phillip‟s fields, though the implication is that it was a new brickyard.
A Robert Hayman was living in part of Cottles Farm (at this time the house
was divided into three cottage dwellings) so it is possible he might have been
making bricks in the field close to the cottage, though he was described as an
agricultural labourer in the censuses.
It is difficult to know when brick-making ended in Woodbury – maybe with
the death of William Phillips. The brickfields in 1910 were farmed by Charles
Stamp, but there is no evidence as to whether he made bricks there or used the
whole fields for crops. Robert Phillips still had a business as a builder and
employed several men and boys in 1881.
Gill Selley
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~ A Survivor of two World Wars ~
Remembrance Day has recently passed when we
remembered the dead of two World Wars. However,
it should also be remembered that not all who went to
war were killed. Many returned home to live a
“normal” life thereafter. Herbert Pring was born
locally and baptised on 25 Nov 1900 in
Farringdon, Devon by Rev.Alfred Gill. Herbert was
born the sixth child of eight on the 25 February 1900,
he was the son of George and Lucy Pring. He was
educated at the church school in Farringdon and he
began his education there on the 7th of September
1902 and continued until he was 14 years of age.
When he left school he worked on various farms as a
labourer until the 20th July 1916 when he enlisted in
the Royal Marines in Exeter. In order to enlist he gave his date of birth as
25th February 1899. He was sent to Deal, Kent and was there from 20th
July 1916 until 14th February 1917, when he was sent to Plymouth. He was
posted to his first ship HMS Morea on the 5th July 1917 and remained with
her until 15th March 1919, when he was sent back to a shore base. On the
29th April he was drafted to HMS Colleen and served on her until 21st
November 1921 when he returned to the Plymouth Division shore base. He
alternated between shore bases at Plymouth and service on big ships
including HMS Defiance and HMS Rodney. He should have finished after
12 years of service but re-enlisted on the 28th April 1928. He was again
attached to the Plymouth Naval Base where he again served on big ships
including HMS Eagle, HMS Furious and HMS Caledon. He was discharged
on the 2nd May 1938 but signed on again
in September 1939 when he went to Deal
again, returned to Plymouth, went back to
Deal and then returned again to Plymouth
where he was finally signed off on the
22nd September 1945. He had married
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whilst in the service at Eastney in Kent on the 15th December 1937 to
Phyllis Mitchell. On returning to civilian life Herbert worked as a postman
and a boilerman enjoying the hobbies of gardening and taking great pride in
growing vegetables. He died aged 66 on the 8th January 1966 at Deal.
This wonderful scroll was presented to
Herbert when he crossed the Equator on
HMS Eagle on the 2nd February 1934. The
wording is as follows:“Whereas by our Royal Condescention we
decree that our trusty and well beloved H.
Pring RM has this day entered our domain and
rightly and duly initiated with all the form and
ceremony as our subject. We therefore do
declare to all whom it may concern that it is
our Royal Will and Pleasure to confer upon
him the freedom of the seas. And should he fall
overboard all sharks, dolphins, whales,
mermaids and other dwellers of the deep are to
abstain from maltreating his person. Given
under our hand at our court on board HMS
Eagle.”

At the end of WW1, the
Parish of Aylesbeare erected
this plaque over the door to
the church, listing all those
local residents who had
taken part in the war. This
does not seem to be a war
memorial, but a vote of
thanks to all those who took
part. The plaque is in an
unfortunate place so high up,
where it is not readable
without steps, and there is a
sincere hope that it might be re-sited inside the church in a place of honour,
during any WW1 Centenary celebrations in 2014. It would then be a real
memorial to all those who fought for our freedom.
Written and researched by Ivor Pring, (Deal), nephew of Isobel Mitchell.
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~ From South Crofty Mine to Woodbury ~

This story is about one of my ancestors, a Nicholas Tresaderne

(16641757). He was a Cornish mine captain, and later a toller for the Basset family
(a man who collected the dues on ore from the mines owned by that family).
Mine agents, more usually known in Cornwall as captains, imposed
workplace discipline and social leadership. So Nicholas appears to have been
a man of importance and education within the community. The Bassets of
Tehidy were the junior branch of that family, the senior branch being at
Umberleigh, Heanton Punchardon and Berrynarbor in Devon. The Cornish
branch were lucky enough to own lands which were riddled with tin and
copper mines, including what is now South Crofty, but earlier known as Poole.
The first really significant developments came in 1710 when Francis Bassett
obtained a lease of Penhellick Vean and a drainage adit was begun. Over the
next twenty years these shallow workings (less than 130 feet deep) produced
copper of great value and made the fortune of the Bassett family.
I came across Nicholas Tresaderne, when I was researching my family name,
in an article about the introduction of blasting in Cornish mines in the early
1700s. Two paragraphs near the end of the article were of great interest to me;
the first described the earliest recorded blasting accident at Pool Adit (South
Crofty) in the autumn of 1722, and an entry of payment of £5. 5s to a Dr.
Roskruge for the care of William Tresaderne „being hurted by shooting with
powder in the addit end‟. The second paragraph concerned another entry for
payment to Dr. Roskruge for curing John Tresaderne, „he being hurted in the
worke‟. William and John were both sons of Nicholas and would have earned
their living in the mines. These were the biggest employers in this part of
Cornwall so, as in the coal-mining industry, all the men of a family would
have worked in the copper and tin mines. The fact that their father was the
mine captain might be the reason that the company paid for a doctor to treat
their injuries.
It is not known at what time Nicholas ceased to be a mine captain, either he
was getting too old for the work, or John Basset was impressed with his
qualities enough to appoint him as a toller or agent to collect the dues and
income from the mines and estates. There exist in the Cornish Record
Office lists of dues recorded by him in the 1720s:
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„Received of Nicholas Tresaderne one sixth part dues of 18lb weight of copper
ore weighed at Tolskithey Mine at £2. 10s per ton the 11th day of June last –
7s. 5d‟
„Received of the said Nicholas Tresaderne for old timber sold by him from the
said Tolskithey Mine - £1. 8s. 4d‟
And later that year „received of Nicholas Tresaderne for one sixth part dues of
tin in Entrall‟.
The accounts mention other payments by Tresadernes including a Richard,
who was employed as a copper dresser. This process relied on manual
labour throughout the 18th and 19th centuries, though mechanisation did play
a part.
Apart from his duties as toller for John Basset, Nicholas was employed by the
family in a variety of duties. In 1728 he was tasked with taking two of the
Basset daughters to a school in Tiverton, and paying £32. 2s. 6d for „schooling
and their dyet there‟. It seems a long way to send girls to school from
Cornwall, so it is possible that there was a family connection with the school.
In 1736 John Basset rebuilt part of his mansion, and aware of his skills as a
mine captain, employed Nicholas to help with the project. According to an
article about the Manor of Tehidy, John Bassett provided Nicholas with a
mare so that he could get about better (by this time he was an elderly man)
whilst working on the scheme. In the same year he paid a Mr. Crase £3. 6s. 6d
for ½ years boarding and schooling for Nicholas Tresaderne, the ten-year old
son of John Tresaderne and grandson of Nicholas.
When John Basset of Tehidy died his appreciation of Nicholas can be seen
from his will, dated 1739. This shows something of the Basset wealth as he
left £1000 (£86,000 in today‟s values) and jewels to his wife, as well as his
coach and six of his best horses. The church, his relatives and servants were
also remembered in the will. He left the sum of £30 (present day equivalent of
over £2,500) to Nicholas, and to his wife, recorded as Basset‟s nurse, a yearly
sum of £5 to be paid quarterly. In a codicil he added a further £20 to
Nicholas‟s legacy, making a total in modern currency of £4,315. He had
obviously done his work well in collecting all the dues and rents for his
master!
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Nicholas, son of John died in 1762, three years after his grandfather. He left
to his wife a yearly sum of £10, the kitchen chamber and furnishings of the
house, but all the rest of his estates and monies to his son, John, at this date a
minor. This John moved to London later in the century to earn his living as a
clockmaker, and from this man is the London branch of the family
descended.
So here am I, another John Tresaderne (Treasaden), a Londoner descended
from Cornish miners and farmers, who was evacuated to the hamlet of
London Apprentice near St Austell during the war, returned to Cornwall in
1965 to work for the River Authority, and now living in retirement in
Woodbury.
Compiled by Gill Selley from information supplied by John Treasaden.
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~ Remembrance Day ~

At 11am on Woodbury Green on the
11th of the 11th month of this year there
was a simple, small ceremony of
Remembrance. The Royal British
Legion Standard was lowered during
the two minutes silence, then two lines
of children from the school read
out the list of those from Woodbury
who had been killed during the two
World Wars. Many had familiar family names. The Remembrance Ceremony
was repeated throughout the United Kingdom and the Commonwealth.
We are familiar with the Cenotaph in London.
On the other side of the world in Australia, the
National War Memorial is in their capital,
Canberra. It is an impressive building that can
be seen two miles away in a direct line from the
Australian Parliament. The shocking thing is its
size! Names of the dead run along three long
walls forming a U facing the Parliament
Building. The first names refer to battles long
ago – Sudan (1885), The Boxer Rebellion in
China 1900-1901, The Boer War in South
Africa 1899-1902 and then the overwhelming
lists of the dead from WWI, WWII and
subsequent conflicts.

One statue remembers Simpson and his donkey. He
carried water up Shrapnel Gully in Gallipoli and
brought the wounded back to the beach suffering fatal
injuries doing this.
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Nine hundred miles east of Australia in the
Pacific Ocean is the tiny, remote Norfolk
Island which in 1788 was a harsh Penal
Colony and later inhabited by the Pitcairn
Islanders and the descendants of the
Mutiny on the Bounty. Even here there is a
War Memorial. Far across the world in
Canada, from Newfoundland across to
British Columbia – indeed wherever one
goes in the Commonwealth – the tiniest
villages have a war memorial to their
„Glorious Dead‟ who volunteered to fight
for a King and a Country that few must
have seen.

Until recently our dead from Iraq and Afghanistan were flown into RAF
Lyneham. Without fail the streets of nearby Wooton Bassett (later honoured
with „Royal‟) were always lined to pay respects to the all too regular funeral
processions. Elsewhere in the Commonwealth we are less aware of the return
of the dead.
Recently three New Zealand
soldiers (one female) from their
small army were killed by a
roadside bomb in Afghanistan. At
their repatriation 200 soldiers
performed a chilling, ceremonial
Maori Haka dance which is
usually associated with their
international rugby team., with
respect and pride.

And so the need to Remember continues.
Dr Michael Wilson.
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~ Excerpts believed to be from the reminiscences of
Woodbury life, by Harry Jarman 1900 - 1990 ~
….” In the early days of the present century, (20th), when there were no cars
or public services, it is difficult for the present generation to imagine how the
inhabitants could have had any pleasure or recreation, as
communication with the outside towns and villages had to be undertaken by
pony and trap or on foot. The delivery of letters is quite different from what it
used to be. For instance, the Royal Mail driven by four horses from
Exmouth to Exeter, used to pick up the village mail bag at Pink House
Corner. The postman having to walk from Woodbury with the outgoing mail,
and collect the incoming mail for delivery in the village. The local postman, a
Mr Knott, after calling at the houses and farms outside the
village, was at
Squabmoor by six o‟clock in the morning.
When a boy, I recollect an old lady relating to me how she and a number of
villagers used to walk to Sidbury for Barn Dances, and return in the early
hours of the morning. The only music was that of a blind fiddler. The cost
being a few coppers in their hat. Many villagers used to walk to Exmouth and
back to do their shopping. Woodbury did have a carrier to Exeter, but it only
operated on Friday‟s. A Mr Gordon initiated the service which was later
carried on by Mr William Chapman. One travelled in a covered wagon with
forms for seating on each side. As an alternative there was of course
Woodbury Road station, (since renamed Exton), but this entailed a walk of
about two miles to catch the train, or a pony and trap drive with Mr Walter
Skinner or Mr M. Hearn.
The first part of the century saw Woodbury as a most self sufficient
community, mostly employed in farming and building. The Tannery works at
Gilbrook employed quite a number of hands. I remember well the tannery pits
with the skins soaking in bark etc., which after a certain period were placed
out to dry. Woodbury also had a sand pit at Globe Hill, and lime kilns at South
Hill. Farm carts, wagons etc., as well as bell hanging was carried out by the
late Mr. Harry Stokes. Many of the elderly ladies used to make Honiton lace.
Baskets were also made in the village by blind John Bastin. He lived at No.1
Castle Road, and could be seen sitting on his doorstep weaving the
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cane and wicker into various types of baskets, the most familiar being the
potato basket. Another character was “Blacking Jack”, I cannot remember his
other name, but he used to make blacking, or what we now know as boot
polish.
Wages in those days were quite different from today. A carpenter and joiner,
bricklayer and mason received £1.25 per week. Many have been known to
have walked to Budleigh Salterton, Exmouth, Topsham and Starcross to their
work.
Before the coming of the motor car, many of the middle class and well to do
people had pony traps and carts with rubber tyred wheels. However, most of
the traps and farm carts had steel or iron rims to their wheels, and made quite a
noise on the roads. A very old custom when anyone died, was to cover the
road outside the deceased‟s home with tan from the tannery - this would
minimise the noise from the traffic.
The old Fire Engine was driven by two cart horses, which had to be
collected from a local farmer, and sometimes were not available
immediately”.............. Those were the days - were they good or bad?!
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